


Guidelines for Landscape and 
Visual Impact Assessment 

Landscape and Visua l Impact Assessment (LVIA) can be key to planning decisions by 
identifying t he effects of neVI(_ developments on views and on the landscape itself. 

This fully revised edition of the industry standard work on LVIA presents an authoritative 
statement of the princip les of assessment. Offering detailed advice on the process of 
assessing the landscape and visual effects of developments and their significance, it also 
includes a new expanded chapter on cumulative effects and updated guidance on 
presentation. 

Written by professiona ls for professionals, the t hird edition of t his widely respected text 
provides an essentia l tool for landscape practitioners, developers, legal advisers and 
decision-makers. 
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Foreword 

I am delighted thac rhe third edition of GLVIA has now been published, as this updated 
guidance has been long awaited by those working in the field of LVIA. The new edition 
is comprehensive and clear, covering the many developments that have taken place in 
the scope and nature of impact assessment since publication of the second edition. There 
have been significant changes to the environmental framework within which LVIA is 
now undertaken, particularly with che UK Government's ratification of the European 
Landscape Convention, confirming the importance and role of the landscctpe as used 
and enjoyed by us all. J\t the same time, the demands that arc put on our landscape to 
accommodate new development, and to adap t to the changing world environment 
confirm the need for a strong fram~work within which the effect of change can be 
assessed and u·nderstood. 

The straightforward approach taken in this revised edi tion emphasises clarity and 
simplicity in approach, and the importance of sound professional judgement. Tt also 
usefully identifies aspects of assessment that arc commonly misunderstood or misin
terpreted, and advises on approaches to best practice without being prescriptive. 

My particular thanks inust go to Carys Swanwick, who wrote this edition, to Jeff 
Stevenson CMU, Chair of the GLVIA Advisory Panel, and to all involved in producing 
these guidelines. The guidelines remain the benchmark for landscape and visual 
assessment. 

Sue fllman PLI 
President of the Landscape Jnstitute 
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Preface to the third edition 

The third edition of the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment has 
been produced under the joint auspices of the Landscape Institute and the Institute of 
Environmental Management & Assessment (!EMA), as co-authors of che guidance. 
The third edition supersedes earlier editions, and while aimed primarily at landscape 
professionals is written in such a way as to provide a flavour for those who arc s imply 
interested in the subject, as well as more detailed (but Jess prescriptive) guidance for 
the professional engaged in Landscape and Visual Impact Assessments. 

The third edition clearly recognises chat ma11y different pressures have changed and 
will continue to change landscapes that are familiar to many, whether at national or 
local community level, and the landscape prnfessional wil l be of particular importance 
in bringing forward measured and responsible assessments to assist decision making. 

This new edition takes inro account recognition of the European l .andscapc Convention 
by the United Kingdom government, and subsequently by the devolved administrations, 
which raises the profi le of rhis importallt subject and emphasises the role that landscape 
can play in our day-co-day lives. 

It has been produced to reflect the expanded range of good practice that now exists, 
and to address some of the questions and uncertainties that have arisen from the second 
edition. lt also gives greater recognition to sustainable development as a concept -
something thaL has come further to the fore rhrough government policy and guidance 
across the UK. However, whi le mentioning government policy and guidance (whether 
at the UK level or through the devolved administrations) the third cdiLion seeks to 
avoid reflecting a specific point in time, recognising that legislative, statutory and policy 
contexts change so that guidance that is tied to contexts will quickly become dated 
and potentially out of step. 

A clear objective has been to continue to encourage higher standards in the conduct 
of landscape and Visual Impact Assessments - something which the two previous edi
tions of the guidelines, published in 1995 and 2002, have already helped to achieve. 

The third edition attempts to be clearer on the use of terminology. The emphasis should 
be on the identification of likely significant environmencal effects, i11cluding those 
that arc positive and negative, direct and indirect, long, mediL1m and short term, and 
reversible and irreversible, as well as cumulative effects. This edition c11courages 
professionals co recognise this and assess accordingly. 

The Landscape Institute is the recognised expert and professional body for landscape 
matters and this edition again acknowledges the holistic perspective chat landscape 
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Preface to the third edit ion 

professionals cake and the particularly valuable contribution they can make to 
Environmental 1rnpact Assessment in general and Landscape and Visual Tmpact 
Assessment in particular. As such the third edition stresses that it is important chat 
landscape professionals are able co demonstrate high professional standards anl that 
their work should offer exemplars of good practice. It is to be hoped that this edition 
will further reinforce rhe profcssional's skills base by providing sound, reliable and widely 
accepted advice, aimed at helping professio11als ro achieve quality and consistency in 
their approach co Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment. 

This edition concentrates on principles and process. le does not provide a detailed or 
formulaic 'recipe' tha t can be followed in every situation - it remains the responsibi li ty 
of the professional co ensure that the approach and methodology adopted are appro
pcia ce to the task in hand. The aim has been to make the advice specific enough to meet 
the needs of UK pcactitioners but also to avoid too much detail about specific legislation 
which will make it of less value eh,ewhere. 

Two areas where there has been considerable discussion and where we feel chat we are 
moving forward are in exploring and providing beccer advice concerning assessing 
significance of effect, and in identifying and assessing cumulative effects. fn both cases, 
debate will continue as these subjects evolve. 

1r is especial ly important (a) to note the need for proportionality, (b) to·focus on likely 
significant adverse or positive effects, (c) to focus on what is likely to be important to 
the competent authority's decision and (cl) co emphasise the importance of rhe scoping 
process in helping to achieve all of these. 

As Chair of the GLVIA Advisory Panel which oversaw the production of this edition, 
I offer the most heartfelt rhanks to Professor Carys Swanwick of the Un iversity of 
Sheffield, commissioned as the writer of the text, to Lesley Malone, Head of Knowledge 
Services at the Landscape Tnstituce who co-ordinated rhe project, and to Josh fothergill 
of !EMA. Carys is to be praised and very warmly congratulated, given the complexity 
of the task of balancing the sometimes competing needs and wishes of members, 
practices, government agencies and interested others, along with the views and input 
of the Advisory Panel. Producing this new edition has been chaUenging for all concerned 
but ultimately highly rewat'ding. 

Government agencies have an important role throughou t the LVlA process, particularly 
at the initial scoping stage and also in reviewing the final assessment. This guidance 
has been prepared fo llowing feedback from English Heritage, Natural Resources Wales 
{formerly the Countryside Council for Wales), Scottish Natural Heritage (Dualchas 
Nadair na h-Alba), Natural England and the Environmenr Agency. 

Thanks are also due to all those who, whether as individuals or as representatives of 
organisations or agencies, have contributed, with sometimes widely varying opinions 
and suggestions, to the evolution of the third ed ition. This edition could not and 
therefore will not satisfy every interest and opinion, but rhe Advisory Panel considers 
that it moves the subject forward considerably from the second edition. Doubtless 
debate wil l conrinue and new questions and issues will arise as this edition is applieJ 
and tested in practice buc, after all, that is how progress in a subject is made. 
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Preface t o the t hird edition 

The .Landscape institute and JcMA consider it essentia l to remember that the third 
edition is a 'step along the way'. Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, along with 
.Environrnental Impact Assessment more genera lly, evolves and will continue so to do 
with the role of the professional making professional judgements at che heart of the 
process. 

Jeff Stevenson CMLI 
Chair, GLVJ/\ Advisory Panel 
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Part 1 Introduction, scope and context 

• About this guidance 
• When is LVIA carried out? 
• Impacts, effects and significance 
• Who is t his guidance for? 
• Organisation and structure of t he guidance 

About t his guidance 

1.1 Landscape and Visual Impact, {\ssessmcnt (LVIA) is a tool used to identify and assess 
the signi ficance of and the effects of change resulting from development on both the 
landscape as an environmental resource in its own right and on people's views and 
visual amenity. The Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental Management 
& Assessment (and its predecessor the Institute of Environmenta l Assessment) have 
worked together since 1995 co publ ish guidance on LVfA. Two previous editions of 
these guidelines, published in 1995 and 2002, have been important in encouraging 
higher standa rds in the conduct of LVTA projects. 

'Development' is used throughout t his book to mean any proposal t hat results 
in a change to the landscape and/or visual environment. 

1.2 This is the third edition of the guidance and replaces the earlier edi tions. The new 
version takes account of changes that have taken place since 2002, in particular: 

• changes in the context in which LVlA takes place, including in the lega l and regu
lato ry regimes and in associnted areas of practice; 

• the much greater range of experience of applying LVIA and testing it through Public 
Jnquiries and related legal processes, which has revealed the need for some issues 
to be clarified and for the guidance to be revised to take account of changing 
ci rcu msra nces. 

When is LVIA carried out? 

1.3 LVJA may be carried out either formally, as part of an Environmental Impact Assessment 
(ElA), or informally, as a contribution to the 'appraisa l' of development proposa ls and 
planning applications. Both arc importa nt and the broad principles and the core of the 
approach is similar in each case. 
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1 Introduction 

LVIA as part of EIA 

LVrt\ appl ies co all projects that could reguire a formal EIA but also includes projects 1.4 
that may be assessed informally. ElA has been formally required in the UK, for certain 
types of project and/or in certa in circumstances, since 1985 . It applies not only to 
projects that require planning permission but also to those subject ro other consent 
procedures like use of agricll ltu ral land for intensive agricult1..1ral purposes, irrigation 
and land drainage requi rements or reclamation of land from the sea. The va rious 
European Union Directives underpinning this requirement have now been consolidated 
in Directive 201 1/92/EU The assessment of the effects of certain public a11d private 
proiects or1 the environment. T he objective of the Directive is to ensure that Member 
States 

adopt all measures necessary to ensure that, before consent is given, projects likely 
to have significant effects on the envirnnmcnt by virtue, inter alia, of their na ture, 
size or location arc made subject to a requirement for development consent and 
an assessment with regard to their effects. 

(European Commission, 20·11) 

The Dir~ctivc and the Regulations tha t implement it in different countries of the UK 
specify the types of project and the circumstances in which ElA may be required. In 
summary, EIA is a way of ensuring thar significant envi ronmental effects are taken into 
account in decision making. 

Devolution in the United Ki ngdom has meant growing emphasis on the individuality 1.5 
of approaches in devolved admi nistration and their related organisations. The frame-
work within which EIA is carried out therefore consists of: 

• rhe European Union Ditective; 
• UK Country Regulations which interpret and implement the Directive individua lly 

for England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales; 
• guidance documents produced by government depnrtmcn ts to assist in implemen

tation, including planning policy guidance and other forms of more specific EIA 
guidance, including guidance on specific types of chirnge or development; 

• speoialised guidance produced by government agencies, or professional bodies (such 
as the Landscape lnstirute and IEMA), dealing with specific aspects of implemen
r:.tion. 

This means, depending on project location, that the landscape professional must be 
aware of the relevant devolved govemment/ndministrntion's requirements with respect 
to EIA so fa r as it is pertinenr to Landscape and Visual impact J\ssessmcnr. 

The EU Directive covering EIA and related matters applies equally to all countries of 1.6 
the UK but is implemented through country Regulations that may be different in each 
and may also change periodically as they are updated. Each country also has a m1111ber 
of specific .Regulations chat cover a range of named accivitics, some of chem outside 
the planning system. Such specific Regulations cover (among other rbings) electricity 
supply, tr:111sport, fish farming, energy production and transmission, gas and petroleum 
extraction, water abstraction, fo restry, land drainage, agriculwra l improvements on 
uncultivated land or semi-narnral areas and restructuring of rura l land hold ings. 
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Part 1 Introduction, scope and context 

European Union 
EIA Directive 

United Kingdom Government 
Devolved Government/Administrations 

Specific EIA Regulations, Guidance and Advice 

(._F_ig_u_r_e_1_._1 _T_h_e_E_1_A_h_ie_r_a_rc .... , ~-Y ___ _ _ ___ _ _ ___ _ _ _ __,,) 

1.7 Plann.ing policy guidance also differs across rbe four countries, as docs the specia lised 
guidance that has been issued by government departments and their agencies. T he 
variety of specialist guidance from agencies and others also changes from time to time. 
Scottish Na tural Heritage has been particularly active in producing advice and guidance 
both on ETA in general and on issues relating to rhe effects of wind fa rms in particular. 

1.8 ETA procedures require a wide range of envi ronmental topics to be investigated. The 
European Union Directive, the Rcgul:ltions that apply in the UK and the guidance 
documents rhat support them all list these, albeit with slighr va ri ations in the wording. 
The topics can be summarised ns: 

• human beings, population; 
• Aora and fa una; 
• soil, water, air, climate; 
• landscape; 
• cultural heritage (including architectural and archaeological heri tage); 
• material assets. 

1.9 As well as specificall y identifying landscape as a topic to be considered, the Directive and 
the Regulations also make clear the need to deal with Lhe interrelationshi p between topics. 
This raises the issue of how landscape interrelates with matters such as, for example, 
population, flora and fa una, and cultural heritage. Consequently in the context of EIA, 
LVTA deals with both effects on the landscape itself and effects on che visual amenity of 
people, as well as with possible interrelationships of these with other related topics. 

1.10 This guidance in tentionally does nor set our to identify or summarise the complex 
regulatory framework of legislation, Regulations and policy for E[A iJ1 general or for 
more specific aspects of it. To do so would imrnediately elate it as the regu latory frame~ 
work changes. The websites of relevanr government departments and agencies provide 
the scarring point for finding up-to-dare information and will usually conta in links to 
other relevant material. Anyone who may be involved in carrying out an LVIA as part 
of an ElA must ensure that they are fully fami liar with the current legislation, 
Regulations and guidance documents that may be relevant to the specific project or 
location they arc deal ing with. 
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1 Introduction 
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Figure 1.2 Examples of LVIA's relationship with other topics 

LVIA in the 'appraisal' of development proposals 

The principles and processes of LVlA can also be used to assist in the 'appraisal' of 1.11 
forn1s of land use change or development that fall outside the requirements of the EIA 
Directive and Regula tions. Applying such an approach in these circumstances can be 
useful in helping ro develop the design of diffe rent forms of development or other 
projects chat may bring about change in the landscape and in visual amenity. Reference 
is sometimes made co the 'appraisa l' of landscape and visual effects when such work 
is carrie'd out outside the requi rements of the·-EJA Directive and Regulations, and Local 
Planning Au thorities may ask for such 'apprnisals' where planning appli ca tions raise 
concerns about effects on the landscape and/or visual ameni ty. While much of chis 
guidance is concerned with fo rmal requirements for ET!\ and with the role LVIA plays 
in that process, the methods described will also be useful in such situations. 

LVIA in Strategic Environmenta l Assessment 

It has been widely recognised that project-level EIA alone ca nnot lead to comprehen- 1.12 
sive environmental protection or sustainable development. The European Strategic 
Environmental Assessment (SEA) Di rective 2001/42/EC The assessment of the effects 
of certain plans and programmes on the enviromnent (European Commission, 2001) 
is intended to address this and ensure that environmental consequences are addressed 
at strategic as well as project levels. It applies ro certain plans and programmes that are 
developed by the public sector and by private companies that undertake functions of 
a public nature under the control or direction of government. This Directive is again 
transposed in to UK law by a series of country-specific Government Regulations. 
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Part 1 Int roduction, scope and context 

• • • • • • . 
• . 
• . 
• • . 

Plans/Strategies 

: Programmes 
• • . 
• • . 
• . 
• • • .. Projects 

Figure 1.3 Relationship between SEA and EIA 

-I 
1.13 Government and UK country agency guidance on implementing the SEA Directive and 

Regul.:1tions includes a similar list of environmental topics to the ETA Di.n:crive and 
Regulations, and so includes landscape. The principles of LVJA set out in this guidance 
are therefore equally applicable to SEA. There is a degree of overlap between the two 
processes and landscape and visua l amenity issues may arise in both. However, as there 
is no d early specified project co be assessed in SEA, the approach is more strategic and 
generic. The SEA process allows the cumulati ve effects of potentia l developments to 
be taken into account at An early stage of planning and alternati ve strategic approaches 
to be considered before decisions are taken, all in a way which is transparent. Jn 
England there are close rela tionships between SEA and sustainabili ty appraisals of 
development plans, which have been carried out in various forms since the '1990s :rnd 
have become an integral part of spatial planning, covering plans at all levels from 
national to local. There is a degree of overlap between the two processes and landscape 
and visual amenity issues may arise in both. 

1.14 The approach is generally co judge how far the plan, programme or stra tegy performs 
aga inst criteria relating to matters such as: 

• conservation and enhancement of landscape character and scenic va lue; 
• protec.:tion and enhancement of the landscape everywhere a11d particularly in desig-

nated areas; 
• protection and enhancement of diversity and local disti nctiveness; 
• improvement of the quantity and quality of publicly accessible open space; 
• restoration of landscapes degraded as a consequence of past industrial activity. 

Impacts, effects and significance 

1.15 Terminology can be complex and potentially confusing in this area, particularl y in the' 
use of the words ' impact' and 'effect' in LYIA wi thin EJA and SEA. 1'he process is 
generally known as impact assessment but the European Union Directive refers to 
assessment of the effects, which al'e changes arising from the development that is being 
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1 Introduction 

assessed. This guidance generally distinguishes between rhc ' impact', defined as the 
action being taken, and the 'effect', defined as the change resulting from that action, 
and recommends thar rhe terms should b!.:! used consistently in this way. The document 
itself does use both, using ' impact' where this is the term in commOti usage. 

Other guidance and advice has recognised that practitioners may use rhe terms ' impact' 1.16 
and 'effect' interchangeably whi le still adhering to the Directive and R.egulations.1 This 
may also be true of the wider public who become involved in EIJ\. This guidance urges 
consistent use of the terms 'impact' and 'effect' in the ways that they nre defined above 
bu t recognises that there may be circumstances where this is not appropriate, fo r 
example where other praclitioners involved in an ElA are adopting a different conven-
tion. ln this case the following principles should apply: 

• The terms should be clea rly defined at the outset. 
• They should be used consistently with the same meaning throughout the assessment. 
• ' lmpact' should not be used to mean u combination of several effects. 

The Directive is clear that the emphasis is on the identification of likely significant 1.17 
environmental effects. This sho1ild embrace all types of effect and includes, for example, 
those chat .ire posirive/beneficia l and ncgarive/adverse, direct and indirect, and long 
and short term, as well as cumulative effects. Identifyi ng significant effects stresses the 
need for an approach that is in proportion to the scale of the project that is being 
assessed and the nature of its likely effects. Judgement needs to be exercised ar all stages 
in terms of the scale of investigation that is appropriate and proportional. This docs 
not mean that effects should be ignored or their importance minimised buL that the 
assessment should be tailored to the particular circumstances in each case. This applies 
to 'appraisals' of landscape and visua l impacts outside the formal req1iiremcnts of EIA 
as well as those ch,it are part of a formal assessment. 

Who is this guidance for? 

The hol istic perspective that landscape professiona Is take, coupled wirh the broad scope 1.18 
of their interests as embodied in the Landscape lnsti tute's Roya l Charter {Landscape 
Institute, 20086) means that they make a particularly valuable contribution Lo ElA in 
general and to LVJA in particula r, often pl;iying leading or key roles in the mu ltid is
ciplinary reams who can·>, out El/\s. It is important that they arc able tO demonstrate 
the highest professional standards and that thei r work should offer exemplars of good 
practice. While there has been continuous improvement in the standard and content 
of Environmental Statements - which are the documents resulting from che process of 
ElA - as experience has grown, there is still a clear need for sound, reliable and widely 
acccprecl ndvice on good practice for all aspecLs of EJ/\. Good practice in LVJA is key 
to this and also applies as much to 'appraisals' carried out informall y as to con
triburions to the 'appraisa l' of development proposals and planning applications. 

As with rhe previous editions, tbis guidance is therefore aimed primarily at practitioners 1.19 
and is designed to help achieve quc1 lity and consistency of approach, to raise standards 
in this important area of professional work and so to ensure that change in the land-
scape is considered in an effective way that helps to achieve sustainable development 
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Part 1 Introduction, scope and context 

objectives. The in tention is to encourage good practice and achieve greater consisrency 
in the use of terminology and in overal l approach. 

1.20 The guidance concentrates on principles while also seeking to sreer specific approaches 
where there is a genera l consensus on methods and techniques. Tt is not intended to be 
prescriptive, .in rhac it does not provide a detailed ' recipe' thar can be followed in every 
situation. ft is always the p rimary responsibi lity of any landscape professional carrying 
out an assessment to ensure that the approach nnd methodology adopted arc appro
priate to the particular circumstances. 

1.21 Although aimed m::iinly at those carrying our LVTJ\s, the guidance should also be of 
va lue co others who have an interest in understanding more about the importance of 
landscape and visual amenity issues, about the role of LVJA and about the way that it 
is carried out. They may ipcludc: 

• developers, members of professional development project teams and other organ
isations who own or manage land and may be involved in projects that have the 
porenria l to change the landscape and visual amenity; 

• other professionals invo lved in assessing the consequences o f cha11ge for otner 
aspects of the environment; 

• planners and others within local government and the government agencies who may 
be the recipients of reports on the consequences of change and development and be 
required to review them; 

• politicians, amenity societies and the genera l public who may be involved in deci
sions about proposals for change and development; 

• those providing education and trnining in LVTA as one of a range of cools and 
techniques contributing to landscape planning and design; 

• students and others wishing to learn about the process of LVJA. 

1.22 While written primaril y in the context of the UK, it is recognised that previous editions 
of the guidance have also been used in other parts of the world. The aim has been to 
make the advice specific enough to meet the needs of UK practitioners while at the 
same time avoid ing too much detai l about particular Jegislntion which will m::tkc it of 
less value elsewhere. 

1.23 lf this guidance is used beyond the UK, it will be important to remember that concepts 
and definitions vary and approaches muse be tai lored to local circumstances and legis
lation. There is a focus on the overnl l approach ,1nd methods rather than the specifics 
of their application in particular places or to pa rticular types of development. More 
specific guidance may exist for certain types of development, such as roads for exam
ple, in which case account will need co be taken of both the genera l and the specific 
guidance. 

Organisation and structure of the guidance 

1.24 Given the different needs of the professional nnd the wider nudiences the guidance is 
organised in two parts, as fol lows: 
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